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Online Scams
Social Media vehicles are being used to facilitate online scams. 

What are they and what does good practice look like?
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Andrew Calvin, Associate Director for IT, IP and Real Property at Ash St. Legal & Advisory walks us through 
some recent online scams and what good practice looks like. 

It begs the question, at what point do we stop using email in place of a more secure platform - and what does 
that secure platform look like?

There is a lot of press around online scams, and a lot of them are obvious. Let’s face it, which educated investor 
would respond to an investment opportunity advertised on Facebook, or a Nigerian email scam? However, 
some of the marketing tools we rely on, such as LinkedIn, and even our own websites, have become tools to try 
to defraud well-educated businesses. 

Here are two more sophisticated scams that I have personally seen:

Targeted scam 1

Scammer has a Gmail/Hotmail/Outlook/other email address. We’ll assume Gmail here.

Go to a law firm’s page on LinkedIn and do five minutes of research as follows:

• Click on the “People” link in the left side-bar.

• Find the COO/CFO/Managing Partner, and take a note of his/her name.

• Find 5 other employees and note their names.

• Go to the law firm’s website and look up their email addresses.

Using any email program (MacOS Mail, Outlook, Thunderbird etc), set up your Gmail account, but in the free-
text “Sender’s Name” field insert the name of, say, the Managing Partner. Any email sent from that Gmail 
account will now look like it’s from the Managing Partner. This is trivially easy to do.

Send an email from this account to one or two of the other employees along the lines of “Hi [name], can you 
organise something urgently for me please? I’m in a meeting, so just email me back when you can.”

Employee receives an email from the “MP” and replies by email “Sure.”

“MP” replies, we’ve got a function on this afternoon for clients, and we want to give them some virtual gift 
cards. Can you log onto the Apple web site at https://www.apple.com/au/shop/gift-cards and buy 10 $100 
cards and send me the details for each card so we can get the client pack ready? I’ll organise reimbursement 
this afternoon.”

Employee buys cards and sends activation codes to “MP”. Cards get activated instantly by scammer and $1,000 
is lost.

So, all through this the exchange has been with the scammer with only a little homework. From LinkedIn they 
know this is a consulting business, so they can refer to “clients” to assist in making the emails look more 
authentic.  Sure, this scenario can break down in many ways. e.g. The employee sits near the MP and can see 
the MP; the employee notices in his/her email reply that the return email address is actually a Gmail address 
(but it’s not always obvious), or the employee knows enough to spot a gift card scam. However, you can see 
that there’s some targeted effort in this against a particular firm, and the scammer may be very convincing.
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Targeted scam 2

A company uses the domain name “wonderline.com”, and looking on the website and/or LinkedIn anyone 
can see that the usual email address format is firstname.lastname@wonderline.com. The scammer registers 
the domain name “wonder1ine.com” for $15. Because the header text in emails is often small and in some 
fonts the 1 and the l look identical (eg the font Agency FB), no one is going to notice the difference. We’ve 
worked out from LinkedIn that joe.blob@wonderline.com is the accounts payable officer, and a senior 
procurement manager is jane.doe@wonderline.com. 

Using the new email address jane.doe@wonder1ine.com “Jane” sends Joe an email: “Sorry Joe, I’m out of the 
office and I need this remittance done urgently – would you please transfer $21,485.40 to [insert banking 
details here]. I’ll email you their invoice this afternoon. Cheers.” Joe does his job and suddenly the business 
has lost a chunk of money.

Only 1 in 100 of these needs to succeed to make money for the scammer. There are lots of variants of these 
scams, and a lot can be done to make the likelihood of success even higher, such as using email to try to 
ascertain whether someone is on holidays (their out-of-office email reply is on), which enables more 
personalisation of messages by the impersonator. 

Good practices

Many more scams are going to be invented, and businesses need to put policies in place to protect them. 
These don’t need to be particularly sophisticated controls.

(1) No purchases on behalf of the business, whether on a corporate card or a personal card, can be made
without a written authority (i.e. purchase order). Tell your employees that they must refuse to make a
purchase without a written authority, no matter who demands it. That written authority must be confirmed
by a second channel (telephone, SMS) if it’s sent by email. If it’s contained in an internal finance system then
it’s likely to be secure.

(2) After receiving banking details by email or letter, always confirm those banking details over the phone. In
your contracts with your customers you should reserve the right to refuse to complete a financial transfer if
that can’t be done, no matter the consequences (even delaying property settlements).

These scams and problems are new, but traditional good office practice 
goes a long way to defeating them. 

Ash St. Can Help You

All organisations have their own unique set of data protection, privacy and cyber security issues. Irrespective 
of your industry, Ash St. can help you set up good practices, advise on personal and sensitive business data 
and transactions (collection, storage, use, disclosure), legal compliance, cyber risk management and incident 
response. Speak to us today to find out how we can help you convert the complex into opportunities. 
Call us on +61 2 8651 8710.

http://ashstreet.acemlna.com/lt.php?notrack=1&s=b8e46f10a3b5f831f7c8b59480009cda&i=26A62A1A278
https://grcsolutions.com.au/our-course-types/16119/
mailto:ctomic@ashstreet.com.au?subject=Whistleblower%20Essentials%20Packages%20Interest
http://www.ashstreet.com.au/whistleblower
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DISCLAIMER:  This communication is intended to provide commentary and general information only. It is not 

intended to be a comprehensive review of all aspects of the matter referred to. It should not be relied upon as legal 

advice as to specific issues or transactions. 
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